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PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_AIRPLANE_INTERIOR_01.wav

Int. Airplane cabin, deep muffled engine
roar, subtle passenger movement, very
quiet walla, talking, murmur, coughing,
baby crying
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Int. Airplane cabin, deep muffled engine
roar, quiet passenger walla, talking,
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_AIRPLANE_INTERIOR_02.wav
movement, nearby movement @00:44
Int. Airplane cabin, deep muffled engine
roar, sparse passenger walla and murmur,
occasional nearby movements, some
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_AIRPLANE_INTERIOR_03.wav
closer conversation @:02:45
Int. Airplane cabin, deep muffled engine
roar, some passenger movement and
coughing, infrequent walla and murmur,
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_AIRPLANE_INTERIOR_04.wav
very quiet
Int. Airport, busy walla, lots of indisctinct
conversation and movement, nearby male
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_CHICAGO_OHARE_BUSY WALLA quiet phone conversation throughout, child
AND MOVEMENT_MURMUR_CONVERSATION.wav
crying from @01:15
Int. Airport, busy walla, lots of indistinct
conversation, busy movement, people
walking by, shoe squeaks, luggage and
bag rolling and movement, announcement
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_CHICAGO_OHARE_BUSY_WALLA_ @01:11 airplane engines @02:22, luggage
AND_MOVEMENT_BAG_ROLL.wav
roll nearby @03:22
Int. Airport, busy walla, lots of indistinct
conversation and movement, nearby male
quiet phone conversation murmur, walkie
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_CHICAGO_OHARE_BUSY_WALLA_ talking radio beeps, boarding call @01:29
AND_MOVEMENT_BOARDING_CALLS.wav
and @03:26

Int. Airport, busy walla, lots of indistinct
conversation, male quiet phone
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_CHICAGO_OHARE_BUSY_WALLA_ conversation nearby murmur, lots of
AND_MOVEMENT_MURMUR_INTERCOM.wav
movement, intercom paging @03:34
04:01
Int. Airport, busy walla, lots of indistinct
conversation, crowds walking past, distant
indistinct announcements, carts and
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_CHICAGO_OHARE_BUSY_WALLA_ luggage rolling by, child whining from @01:
AND_MOVEMENT.wav
02
03:01
Int. Airport, busy walla, lots of indistinct
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_CHICAGO_OHARE_BUSY_WALLA_ conversation, less busy movement,
LESS MOVEMENT.wav
automated announcement @02:55
03:19
Int. Airport, light walla, indistinct
conversation, light movement,
announcement @00:08, nearby bag
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_SCHIPHOL_LIGHT_WALLA_AND_M crumple @01:24, metal or wire cart rattle
OVEMENT_ANNOUNCEMENT.wav
and by @02:18
02:38
Int. Airport, moderate walla, indistinct
conversation, moderate movement,
luggage and bags rolling past, short walkie
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_SCHIPHOL_MODERATE_WALLA_A talking or radio exchange @00:42, short
ND_MOVEMENT_LUGGAGE_MOVE.wav
nearby conversation @02:35
02:48
Int. Airport, moderate walla, indistinct
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_SCHIPHOL_MODERATE_WALLA_B conversation, busy movement, dishes clink
USY_MOVEMENT_DISHES.wav
and clatter, nearby restaurant or food court 00:40
Int. Airport, moderate walla, indistinct
conversation, busy movement, somewhat
near female conversation throughout,
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_SCHIPHOL_MODERATE_WALLA_B frequent footsteps walking past, nearby
USY_MOVEMENT_NEARBY_CONVERSATION.wav
cough @00:28 and @02:31
03:31
Int. Airport, moderate walla, indistinct
conversation, distant dishes sound from
restaurant or food court, constant rumble of
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_SCHIPHOL_MODERATE_WALLA_L plane engines, distant plane by or takeoff
ESS_MOVEMENT.wav
@01:58
03:06
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Int. Airport, moderate walla, indistinct
conversation, light movement, very even
and constant, distant dishes from
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_SCHIPHOL_MODERATE_WALLA_LI restaurant or food court, motorized cart
GHT_MOVEMENT_CONSTANT.wav
pass by @01:47,
03:07
Int. Airport, busy nearby walla, snatches of
nearby conversation, busy movement,
distant dishes from restaurant or food court,
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_VIENNA_BUSY_NEAR_WALLA_AN paging announcement over loudspeaker
@00:01
03:49
D_MOVEMENT_LOUDSPEAKER_PAGING.wav
Int Airport, busy nearby walla, murmuring,
snatches of passing conversation, distant
indistinct announcements, busy movement,
PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_VIENNA_BUSY_NEAR_WALLA_PA paging announcementover loudspeaker
SSING_CONVO_LOUDSPEAKER_PAGING.wav
@02:10
02:51

PBLC_AMB_AIRPORTS_VIENNA_BUSY_WALLA_NEARBY_
CONVERSATION_BOARDING_CALL.wav

Int. Airport, busy nearby walla, snatches of
nearby conversation, busy movement,
loudspeaker boarding call announcement
@02:12
03:10
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